Obama Era
Dear Mr. President
Letter 4: Cut the Root
You say, sir, that there is a major crisis that must be dealt with. Healthcare was
always a major crisis, but this nation has thought of ways to cover what has been a
very bad wound. People blame a race or an organization, yet they will not look at
their own actions to see that you truly are made up of whatever you eat; this
statement can refer to natural and spiritual food.
The nation is very overweight. The majority of the human race looks nothing as
what’s portrayed through media outlets. There must be a true shift where we deal
with the root of the healthcare reformation. Let us say that you give healthcare to
every person and let us also say that every person pays for it. There would be great
peace, but not so. What will bring true peace with this “war”? Cut off the root of
the poison that these people are eating.
Many in this nation alone have major health problems due to eating a poor diet.
Even I have eaten poorly and caused a major defect in a major organ needed. But
God has full grace and is able to heal me when it is the season. What of all the junk
food that is being fed? It is serious, and many give their young children all
processed food, starting their way off to growing issues within their own way.
What would give true freedom? Taking away some. That will sound like a tyrant
gives this detail, but look at how God perceives it. You may complain and say you
are very overweight, yet you go out and eat large fries with high calories and
would be upset with how you look in your clothes. Self-esteem is not given in
striving to look like a person on TV. Self-esteem is to know your true moving in
purpose and to truly learn that the human body is meant to walk as a temple that
carries Yahweh.
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What has this to do with healthcare? Everything. The Maker of the human should
have a leading way in the way that you maintain His temple. That would sound as
if God has a way to say that only His way goes. But doesn’t God know how the
human body works best? That’s always better when reading the owner’s manual on
how to take care of a product.
But God gives all a free will, to choose to come and submit to Kingdom order or
yield to fleshly ways, where there will be a destructive will that would have a
leading way. God can look inside your body and know what is precisely wrong.
Why think God does not care when someone falls ill and dies? Consider that a
person may have abused this temple to the place where it wore out and could not
live any further. Should God have mercy just because a person is dying? Or should
God raise any, just based on a person shedding a few tears in His way? God is not
a human, yet the human will expect the God I AM to bend to every sick way and
just heal based on human emotion.
Take care of your body. How could your way think you should get healed just for
the Great King to be mocked? While you eat your many servings, take a look at
how the price has risen to take care of so many sick who have caused damage to
their own temple to God. Healthcare reform. You must get rid of the root.
Anything can be too excessive, but take a look at this will: What if what you eat
can slowly kill a nation? The will is to eat, but don’t eat foods that could clog up
your system and cause you to be in dangerous health ways.
I have a good idea of how eating poorly will cause you to have weight gain. Over a
quick year, my weight has risen dramatically to the place where I double-check my
scale. Where did it sneak in? Through a willing way to be filled with something
that seemed so much better than God.
So, all things will come back to worshipping God. Even health and insurance will
take a plan of being reformed after putting God’s perspective first and following
His way with no dishonor to His name. Cut the root.
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